Craft Center offers venue for HANDMADE GIFT IDEAS

By Kendra Hodges
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

With the holidays approaching, the pressure is on to find the perfect gifts for family and friends. In San Luis Obispo it's difficult to find a gift uniquely tailored for loved ones because there are few local shopping options.

A sure way to provide one-of-a-kind presents is to hand-make them.

For Cal Poly students, making a gift is as easy as stepping into the ASI Craft Center on the first floor of the University Union.

Beginning to advanced crafters will find the Craft Center's extensive array of equipment and staff ready to help. Supplies range from surfboard shaping tools to knitting supplies, allowing for the creation of a wide range of handmade gifts on a tight budget.

"I discovered the Craft Center last Fall Quarter after following a girl in there I wanted to see," recreation administration senior Landon Smith said. "She showed me how to use the pottery wheel."

Last year, Smith created plates and cups for Christmas presents for his family. It cost him about $12 for supplies plus the Craft Center quarter activity fee of $15.

"My family thought I was all artistic and stuff. It was cool," Smith said.

Later, Smith learned to crochet baskets at the Craft Center, which his family and friends can expect to receive as Christmas presents this year.

"The Craft Center is really welcoming and the staff is patient and open to new ideas," Smith said. "You don't need to be a skilled artist, it's for anybody."

Smith said the Craft Center is really welcoming and the staff is patient and open to new ideas.

"It was intended to help others with an active Al-Qaeda presence," Smith said.

"She is always drinking coffee, so I wanted her to see CRAFTS, page 2"
AIDS continued from page 1

"Iبري myself in learning about it and spreading the word," Krause said.

Andlfg said she saw demonstrators at Caesars College where tape-recorded bells rang every 23 seconds to symbolize a person who died of AIDS. At the same time, Andlfg said she was surprised that so few people stopped by the table, or paid much attention to the giant ribbon on Dexter.

"I suppose it’s a little bit just that people aren’t more naturally curious," Andlfg said. "Again, it’s a stigmatized disease and maybe people feel even by stopping, it’s somehow indicating that they have some interest.”

Cridler has been involved in Global AIDS Awareness Day for eight years. While working in South Africa last summer, she found a group of AIDS-stricken people that made leads to support themselves.

"Everybody has AIDS (there),” Cridler said. "They have no basic medication. The government’s not giving them medication.’”

Cridler said she doesn’t feel Cal Poly students have a grasp of how big the AIDS epidemic is in Africa.

"I think Americans are more concerned about maintaining our lifestyle and not what needs to be done in South Africa and all of Africa.”

Cridler said in the future she hopes students will become more aware.

"I think it’s students’ responsibility to realize that they live in a global society and not just a California society,” Cridler said. "What happens in other countries affects us too.”

ASS continued from page 1

non-exclusive.”

Alpha Sigma Sigma members are welcome to bring friends to events; however, none of the planned activities have been successful thus far.

Dry trips to the beach, concert trips and planned regular meetings are being scheduled for next quarter.

"When we say there is no commitment, it doesn’t mean that we don’t want committed people,” Valente said. "We don’t want our members to feel like they have to do anything and miss out on other things.”

Poly students have a grasp of how big the AIDS epidemic is in Africa.

"I think Americans are more concerned about maintaining our lifestyle and not what needs to be done in South Africa and all of Africa.”

Cridler said in the future she hopes students will become more aware.

"I think it’s students’ responsibility to realize that they live in a global society and not just a California society,” Cridler said. "What happens in other countries affects us too.”

Celine Dion cancels two shows

LAS VEGAS (AP) — Celine Dion has canceled her Wednesday and Thursday shows on the Las Vegas Strip to attend her father’s funeral in Montreal.

Adhemar Dion died Saturday at his home, said Robert Stewart, spokesperson for Caesars Palace, where Dion’s show "A New Day,” has played since March.

Dion performed her show Sunday night and expects to return for her show’s show, Stewart said Monday. Her normal days off are Monday and Tuesday.

The singer has credited her career to her father’s sacrifices. A former butcher and security guard, he spent his 85th birthday in March with family members atop the Palm hotel-casino in Las Vegas.

NORTH DAKOTA

Student’s disappearance baffles small community

By Dave Kolpack

GRAND FORKS — In a small state that boasts one of the lowest crime rates in the country, Det. Sjodin’s disappearance is as baffling as it is troubling.

Authorities believe the 22-year-old University of North Dakota senior may have been abducted while she was talking to her boyfriend on her cell phone.

Even though they have received more than 450 calls to a tip line since she disappeared two Saturdays ago, police say they have no suspects or anyone who has any credible information.

Grand Forks, a city of about 49,000 people, is a place where people seem to know their neighbors and where the low crime rate is mentioned along with the cold weather.

"You think something like that wouldn’t happen in a town like this,” said Andy Juris, 24, who works at the Grand Forks airport. "It kind of hits close to home, especially in this town where probably nobody knows anybody who knows her.”

While most University of North Dakota students went home for Thanksgiving, about 30 of Sjodin’s friends stayed to search for her.

"We’re going to be up here as long as it takes, until we find something,” said Hans Tweed. "We haven’t slept barely and haven’t done anything but worry about her.”

The FBI is assisting in the search but has referred calls for comment to local authorities.

Sjodin had finished her shift at Victoria’s Secret at the Columbia Mall and had gone shopping at another store in the mall.

Her boyfriend, Chris Lang, told authorities he was talking to Sjodin on the cell phone when the conversation abruptly ended. Police Lt. Dennis Eggебraaten said Lang reported that Sjodin said "something to the effect of ‘Oh my God,’ or ‘Oh no’” before the line went dead.

That was about 5 p.m., said Sjodin’s mother, Linda Walker. Lang later got another call that was only static and the sound of number keys being pressed.

Sjodin’s car was found in the mall parking lot. Eggебraaten said he pack­age apparently she bought at the mall was inside. "There was no sign of a struggle that we could determine,” he said.

The search has been centered on Fisher, Minn., about 10 miles east of Grand Forks, where the Saturday night call was traced to her cell phone. It has been widened to the area of Crookston, Minn., about 25 miles southeast of Grand Forks, because the cell phone signal could have been carried that far, officials said.

Members of UND sororities and fraternities joined hundreds of other volunteers to help search the area east of Grand Forks.

"The support from the other houses has been unbelievable,” said Erin O’Keefe Hakstol, adviser to Sjodin’s sorority, Gamma Phi Beta.

"They are passing out pink and white ribbons and putting up signs. The fraternities have put up a lot of phone numbers for the girls to call if they want an escort.”

Cridler in the future she hopes students will become more aware.

"I think it’s students’ responsibility to realize that they live in a global society and not just a California society,” Cridler said. "What happens in other countries affects us too.”

News

SECURITY continued from page 1

protests, with critics saying it unfairly targeted innocent people. Hussein Iskibi, spokesman for the American-Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee, said the change moves the nation to "a much safer and more effective system of immigration." But "there’s still going to be serious resid­ual problems associated with NSERS for those who were covered by it related to how they relate to their government,” he said.

The government is expected to start a new program, known as US­VISIT, Jan. 5 that will digitally pho­tograph and fingerprint millions of people who visit the United States each year on tourist, business and stu­dent visas. In August, the Homeland Security Department began operating a system to keep track of foreign stu­dents, ensuring they remain in school and are registered at legitimate insti­tutions.

The people who were required to register under NSERS while in the United States still will be required to register each time they enter the country and check in as they exit.

On the Net:
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Celine Dion cancels two shows

LAS VEGAS (AP) — Celine Dion has canceled her Wednesday and Thursday shows on the Las Vegas Strip to attend her father’s funeral in Montreal.

Adhemar Dion died Sunday at his home, said Robert Stewart, spokesperson for Caesars Palace, where Dion’s show "A New Day,” has played since March.

Dion performed her show Sunday night and expects to return for her show’s show, Stewart said Monday. Her normal days off are Monday and Tuesday.

The singer has credited her career to her father’s sacrifices. A former butcher and security guard, he spent his 85th birthday in March with family members atop the Palm hotel-casino in Las Vegas.
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WASHINGTON — The Supreme Court said Monday it will clarify the impact of its ruling last year that juries, not a judge, must decide if a convicted killer lives or dies.

The high court issued changes in the death penalty laws of five states in 2002 because those states gave judges the final say, but the court did not make clear how its ruling should apply retrospectively to inmates already on death row.

Lower courts have divided over that question, which affects more than 120 death row inmates, and the Supreme Court has agreed to clear up the confusion.

CHICAGO — Boeing Co. chairman and chief executive Phil Condit has resigned, the aerospace giant said Monday in a surprise move that comes after a month of intense pressure for him to exit.

Condit, 62, said he was resigned to "put the distractions and controversies of the past year behind us."

Company spokesman JohnDem盆t insisted that Condit "wasn't fired.

DENVER — In a decision that has national implications, the Colorado Supreme Court threw out the state's new congressional redistricting plan Monday in a surprise ruling that leaves lawmakers to agree on a new one.

The General Assembly is required to redraw the maps only after each census and before the national election. A similar court battle is being waged in Texas.

Under the ruling, Colorado's seven congressional districts revert to boundaries drawn by a Denver judge last year after lawmakers failed to agree.

RENO. Nev. — The Sierra Safari Zoo is rapidly running out of money and may be forced to sell animals if additional funds to feed them aren't raised this month, zoo director Michael Baggett said Monday.

"Every year the zoo grows. Every year, there are more mouths to feed, which makes it more of a crisis," he told the Reno Gazette-Journal.

"The zoo never has been forced to ever sell animals.

— Associated Press

I WON FIRST PRIZE!!!*

In the Ray Scherr Business Plan Competition

10/29/03, 6-9 pm
Building 12-203

Wednesday

Introduction to the Competition
William Pendegast, Professor, Orfalea College of Business

What Should a Business Plan Include?
Art Young, General Manager, Mosthead Movers and Lecturer, Orfalea College of Business

Protect Your Intellectual Property
Tom Lebens, Partner, Sinshheimer, Schiebelhut & Baggett

Creating a Financial Plan
Ray Johnson, President, Economic Vitality Center

What Do Investors Want? 
David Cremin, Managing Director, DIF Frontier

Legal Issues of Business Establishment, Employment and Contracts
June McVey, Partner, Sinshheimer, Schiebelhut & Baggett

Attend Business Plan Workshops, Pizza and drinks included. Free and open to the public.

*First Prize: $4,000. All participants receive free copy of Business Plan Pro (Premier).

Bratou Rouge, La. — When it comes to buying beer, some people in their 20s look at price. A few drinkers seem to worry about health, those who sell beer around campuses said.

Several bartenders and students said most under-age drinkers will not order a more expensive beer, and many said they drink whatever they can get their hands on.

"I grew up in Europe where you can buy anything on college campuses. I didn't think that would be the case," said a junior at the Louisiana State University campus.

BARTON ROUGE, La. — When it comes to buying beer, some people in their 20s look at price. Few drinkers seem to worry about health, those who sell beer around campuses said.

Several bartenders and students said most under-age drinkers will not order a more expensive beer, and many said they drink whatever they can get their hands on.

"I grew up in Europe where you can buy anything on college campuses. I didn't think that would be the case," said a junior at the Louisiana State University campus.

Regardless of what students order, beer is the most popular alcoholic drink on college campuses.

"We sell the hard stuff, but the beer is more popular," said the owner of a campus bar.

Besides, students who order a pricey beer would have to use their last dollar to buy it.

— University Wire

FREE SHAMPOO!

Simply purchase your favorite conditioner & get the same size, same brand shampoo FREE. Every Tuesday is FREE SHAMPOO DAY. Choose from the largest selection of shampoos and conditioners in San Luis Obispo County.

Check out the NEW Mustang Daily distribution units!
(open with caution)
Analysis: Crackdowns on illegal workers are rare

By Justin Pritchard

When federal agents swept into Wal-Marts across the country and arrested 245 floor cleaners, they were receiving an increasingly rare practice: Police and economics waned the federal government from workplace crackdowns of illegal employees years ago. The government has busted steadily fewer employers and arrested fewer illegal employees since the late 1990s, according to federal immigration data.

Immigration officials often attribute the marked decline in workplace enforcement to a new focus on national security, saying that agents who once raided restaurant kitchens and construction sites have been reassigned to airports and nuclear plants. But in fact the decline began four years before Sept. 11, 2001, as the rhetoric economy drew foreign nationals into bottom-rung jobs. Americans wouldn't take, and as federal immigration policy-makers focused on deporting criminals and fortifying the U.S.-Mexican border.

The Wal-Mart raids, which took place Oct. 21 and netted nearly 900 employers of cleaning subcontractors, are a prominent example. Garrison Courtney, a spokesman for U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, also notes that agents hit 15 convenience stores last month in Northern California, arresting 11 foreign-born workers.

But raids on mom-and-pop shops are now less common, in part because investigators use subtler techniques such as cross-referencing employer records with federal databases to reveal concentrations of illegal workers, Courtney said.

Immigration data do show that in recent years a growing number of criminal cases are completed, and closed cases are increasingly likely to end with successful prosecutions.

Still, the fraction of businesses hiring undocumented workers that pay any penalty in minute.

Workplace raids are not an active concern for the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and national associations representing restaurants, small businesses and national employers.

"It's a wink and a nod. We recognize that the work force is needed and that undocumented workers displace U.S. workers," said Joe Greene, the federal agent now in charge of workplace enforcement, and grew tired of reading that the work force is needed and that undocumented workers displace U.S. workers.

"They have not had any enduring effect on the labor force," said Wayne Cornelius, a University of California, San Diego immigration expert.

"The question we were asking ourselves internally was, "What impact are we having on the problem?"" asked Greene. ICE's deputy assistant director for investigations.

The new priority has been to focus federal efforts on worker smuggling, sweatshop exploitation and instances in which undocumented workers displace U.S. workers.

The current Wal-Mart case capped a five-year investigation and fits that set-on-example approach.

The government is asking a federal grand jury to find that Wal-Mart knew the crews of mainly Eastern European workers had invalid work papers. Corporate officials say they had no idea the workers were illegal and that document checking was the subcontractor's job.

That argument helped Tyson Foods beat federal charges that the poultry giant conspired to recruit undocumented Hispanics to work at chicken processing plants in nine states.

It can be politically hazardous to climb the economic pyramid and go after more established firms or industries. Cases with impact necessarily strike at major companies, which have influence, and in several high-profile cases congressional pressure helped employers detail enforcement.

In 1999, immigration officials targeted Nebraska meatpacking plants in Operation Vanguard, which was meant to be an example to other employers. Immigration agents had checked thousands of employment forms and identified hundreds of workers they thought might be illegal.

The resulting workplace enforcement was more notable for the economic disruption it caused than the arrests. Nebraska's political leaders exhorted the government to back off, complaining that production had fallen sharply as the plants' workers melted away.
NOW PLAYING:

INSTANT

GRATIFICATION.

Now you can get MOVIES IN MINUTES™ at Movielink, the leading broadband movie download service. Download top quality movie files to watch at home or on the road. No subscription, no late fees and no spyware.

COLLEGE.MOVIELINK.COM

Download 2 Fast 2 Furious and learn how to get a FREE Promotional Copy of the CD SOUNDTRACK.*
**Come on in, the water's fine**

*Cartoon Network's nightly Adult Swim gives big kids the chance to play*

By Graham Womack

One of the more unconventional shows on one of the more unconventional network lineups on television certainly doesn't feature conventional writers. "Aqua Teen Hunger Force," writers Matt Maiellaro and David Willis each hail from the South, watch little television and that features an anthropomorphic talking milkshake, a box of French fries and a wad of meat.

It's a growing hit, just like many of the shows on Cartoon Network's Adult Swim lineup, broadcast Sunday through Thursday between 11 p.m. and 2 a.m., from Fox. The shows diverge from the usual Cartoon Network fare featuring darker, edgier humor on shows aimed at male viewers aged 18 to 24. "Aqua Teen Hunger Force," is a case of Maiellaro and Willis not wanting to write a typical show. Their characters spout random lines. Story settings change between the inner city and the moon within single episodes. Endings never wrap up story lines either.

"We didn't want to kill off any of our villains," Maiellaro said. "Plus, I think it's cool not to have any resolution." Before Adult Swim, only "Space Ghost," which Maiellaro and Willis wrote for, existed. The writers stumbled onto the idea for "Aqua Teen" in 1999 after pitching an episode of Space Ghost that exceeded that show's view-ership quota. The episode premise was that Space Ghost goes to Disney World and visits a hamburger stand manned by Willie Nelson. When Space Ghost buys 20 hamburgers and refuses to pay, Nelson calls in a force consisting of the milkshake, fries and meat.

The pitch bombed, but Willis and Maiellaro were intrigued, liking the characters in their own right. With other Adult Swim shows in development at that point, the writers named their characters Master Shake, Frylock and Meatwad and drew a house for them to share in New Jersey.

Maiellaro and Willis then set about creating their show. The characters evolved somewhat. Willis lends his voice to Meatwad, who became a dim-witted, selfish oaf. Willis and Maiellaro held 12 fruitless auditions before a friend in New York recommended an actor he knew. The man called and blew the writers away by talking in his normal voice. "He's kind of like a 75-year-old man trapped in a 28-year-old body," Willis said.

Over the two years that the show has been around, plots have taken the characters through various scenes of turmoil. Meatwad has landed in jail at the hands of moon invaders, Shake has been charged with crimes against the environment by the Environmental Protection Agency and Frylock has created a super computer.

The show has also caught on with viewers, sticking out among other shows on Adult Swim. "Generally, I like 'Aqua Teen' the most..." said Chris Cunningham, a psychology and international relations junior at the University of Southern California. "Its randomness is great."

Not everyone likes the show's sense of humor. "It's just retarded," Cal Poly electrical engineering junior Jason Ketin said. "...The humor in it, I don't like and each time I watch it I feel like I get a little dumber. Something that is written on the lines of comedy and doesn't make you laugh out loud, but rather do a sarcastic 'ha ha ha' every five minutes, shouldn't be allowed on TV. But everyone has a different sense of humor."

Still, Cunningham praised "Aqua Teen," especially compared to the fare seen on other shows, like "Space Ghost." "Sometimes it gets too random," Cunningham said. "(Aqua Teen?) is a good mix."

Maiellaro said he heard Fox may start running original episodes of "Family Guy" again, but for now, it sounds like "Aqua Teen Hunger Force" and the rest of Adult Swim will stay on Cartoon Network. "I'd be fun if there was an entire network," Maiellaro said.

Cunningham looks at it differently, though. "I think it's OK as is." Cunningham said, "It's a good late night thing... makes for good cult TV."
"Bad Santa" — aptly named, it seems — wasn’t the typical heartwarming Christmas tale that seems to materialize every holiday season. Sex, bad language and violence are not often a part of the holiday season, but in this movie they run rampant.

For those of you who don’t mind vulgarity and are still reading, the premise follows two crooks, Willie T. Stokes (Billy Bob Thornton) and his manager (Tony Cox), who spend every Christmas season setting up heists to rob big name department stores after the shopping rush. Stokes poses as Santa, and the primary reason the pair get the good jobs at high end stores is because Marcus, Santa’s manager, is a little person and fits perfectly as the head elf at the work shop.

Although not everyone is taken with the holiday spirit, this movie does a lot to support those bah humbuggers out there. Stokes and Marcus end up taking advantage of a child and his senile grandmother (Cloris Leachman), staying with the makeshift family for the days leading up to Christmas.

Stokes does come up with a pes­sisted portion of redemption toward the close of the movie, but don’t worry — it isn’t nearly enough to give you warm fuzzies. Stokes is an alcoholic and has some obvious womanizing issues. He finds his match in love interest Sue (Lauren Graham), who has a Santa fetish — enough said. The sex scenes in the film were a little much, especially watching Santa have sex with a larger lady in a public restroom at the mall.

While the role is vulgar, Thornton does a better job than his last performance in “Bandits,” since that was hard to top. He is the only thing that saves this movie from being a boring Home Alone spin off. The shock value eventually wears off, but his approach never misses.

Bernie Mac and John Ritter have small parts that deliver little, further showing that no one in this movie really poses a challenge to Thornton’s character. The talent these two men, as well as Leachman, possess could have been put to much better use.

Director Terry Zwigoff follows up Ghost World with a decent job on Bad Santa, especially with a script that could use some humor. I must ask if writers John Requa and Glenn Ficarra read over the script before completing it, or if they meant to employ the same old jokes again. This may have been an attempt at humor, but for me it got old real fast.

If you are looking for some crude holiday humor than this is a safe, if repetitive, bet. There are a several great movies out right now and holiday movies don’t always measure up, but if you are into the Christmas spirit, there are better flicks out there that you don’t have to pay about seven bucks to see. Try “A Christmas Story,” it plays about eight times a day on TBS.

The one redeeming factor: it never gets old seeing a guy have sex in a Santa suit. Like I said, not one for the children.
Gay marriage is a matter of civil rights

People are scared of things that aren't exactly replicas of themselves. The Irish found this out when immigrating to America, as did the Chinese, Japanese, Italian and countless others. Gay marriage is no different because they were seen as different. American history is filled with instances of intolerance and enmity to those perceived as strange. Each generation has had their fight against inequality, in the end always establishing civil rights. The current generation is faced with its battle: whether the nation decide for the issue of gay marriage. There is an important distinction to the issue when dealing with gay marriage, and religion consistently makes this area foggy. Legalizing gay marriage does not mean that the perspective of civil rights, equality and what that means for the future. We need to be able to look at the situation realistically and plan accordingly. Our generation has paid into social security and likely will for some time, but we are being told that by the time we are ready to retire there will be nothing left for us. Whether or not this is fair, it is something that must be addressed. This is our responsibility as citizens. We need to be able to look at the situation realistically and plan accordingly.

Letters to the editor

The past few "Voices" columns have forced me to comment. Apparently, we all share the troubles of the "diva thing" and being treated like "bitches."

"Bitches" breaking baracutica. (Nov. 19) was a "modern girl-who-cried wolf" story. I don't believe there is a mutual understanding that Hillary Clinton is a bitch. Nor do I believe that all women in power are presumed bitchy by the male population.

The men on this campus have been taking some heat recently. They've all been deemed sexual predators, and now they are old. Americans must be willing to give up things today for the future. Americans need to plan for themselves. It may mean less luxuries now so that we can have security when we are ready to retire there will be nothing left for us. Americans must be willing to give up things today for the future. The answer, then, is personal responsibility. Just as it is the responsibility of the individual to clothe, house, and feed him or herself, it is also his or her responsibility to plan for the future. There will always be people in society who are unable to care for themselves, but Americans should be encouraged plan ahead for themselves. We need to be able to look at the situation realistically and plan accordingly. Our generation has paid into social security and likely will for some time, but we are being told that by the time we are ready to retire there will be nothing left for us. Whether or not this is fair, it is something that must be addressed. This is our responsibility as citizens. We need to be able to look at the situation realistically and plan accordingly.

Letters to the Editor

Voices' columns are inaccurate
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The men on this campus have been taking some heat recently. They've all been deemed sexual predators, and now they are old. Americans must be willing to give up things today for the future. Americans need to plan for themselves. It may mean less luxuries now so that we can have security when we are ready to retire there will be nothing left for us. Americans must be willing to give up things today for the future. The answer, then, is personal responsibility. Just as it is the responsibility of the individual to clothe, house, and feed him or herself, it is also his or her responsibility to plan for the future. There will always be people in society who are unable to care for themselves, but Americans should be encouraged plan ahead for themselves. We need to be able to look at the situation realistically and plan accordingly. Our generation has paid into social security and likely will for some time, but we are being told that by the time we are ready to retire there will be nothing left for us. Whether or not this is fair, it is something that must be addressed. This is our responsibility as citizens. We need to be able to look at the situation realistically and plan accordingly.
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The men on this campus have been taking some heat recently. They've all been deemed sexual predators, and now they are old. Americans must be willing to give up things today for the future. Americans need to plan for themselves. It may mean less luxuries now so that we can have security when we are ready to retire there will be nothing left for us. Americans must be willing to give up things today for the future. The answer, then, is personal responsibility. Just as it is the responsibility of the individual to clothe, house, and feed him or herself, it is also his or her responsibility to plan for the future. There will always be people in society who are unable to care for themselves, but Americans should be encouraged plan ahead for themselves. We need to be able to look at the situation realistically and plan accordingly. Our generation has paid into social security and likely will for some time, but we are being told that by the time we are ready to retire there will be nothing left for us. Whether or not this is fair, it is something that must be addressed. This is our responsibility as citizens. We need to be able to look at the situation realistically and plan accordingly.

Letters to the Editor

Voices' columns are inaccurate

Editor, The past few "Voices" columns have forced me to comment. Apparently, we all share the troubles of the "diva thing" and being treated like "bitches."

"Bitches" breaking baracutica. (Nov. 19) was a "modern girl-who-cried wolf" story. I don't believe there is a mutual understanding that Hillary Clinton is a bitch. Nor do I believe that all women in power are presumed bitchy by the male population.

The men on this campus have been taking some heat recently. They've all been deemed sexual predators, and now they are old. Americans must be willing to give up things today for the future. Americans need to plan for themselves. It may mean less luxuries now so that we can have security when we are ready to retire there will be nothing left for us. Americans must be willing to give up things today for the future. The answer, then, is personal responsibility. Just as it is the responsibility of the individual to clothe, house, and feed him or herself, it is also his or her responsibility to plan for the future. There will always be people in society who are unable to care for themselves, but Americans should be encouraged plan ahead for themselves. We need to be able to look at the situation realistically and plan accordingly. Our generation has paid into social security and likely will for some time, but we are being told that by the time we are ready to retire there will be nothing left for us. Whether or not this is fair, it is something that must be addressed. This is our responsibility as citizens. We need to be able to look at the situation realistically and plan accordingly.
Opinion

Strikers don't fathom the holiday spirit

It's not about whether I support their cause, and it's not about compassion. It's about being realistic during the holiday season.

A union strike raises the specter and the contentious controversy over the potential to encounter labor protesters outside of their local Vons supermarket. How about being realistic during the holiday season?

What exactly this entails is unclear, and how each reactor reacts to these protests probably depends more on what mood they're in that day than how much they understand the demands of these ostensibly unappreciative laborers.

Call me Grinch, but I don't want to listen to it anymore. It's not computer and with the plight of countless working laborers, nor do I care to delve into the details of their irrational complaints. They bore me and have little affect on my mood.

I don't sympathize with the plight of seemingly privileged laborers, nor do I care to delve into the details of their irrational complaints.

I have watched a dear friend smoke herself to death because of her inability to face up to her addiction by deluding herself that she chose to smoke. The first part of overcoming an addiction is by first recognizing that you have one and then formulating a plan as to how you are going to overcome it.

I decided to overcome my cigarette addiction when the price has $2 per pack and with the help of nicotine substitutes, which helped in weaning myself off the disgusting habit. It would be a service to your readers if your staff would formulate some sort of ad policy that sets limits to the types of page ads for cigarettes that offer discount coupons. Your ads are targeting the most vulnerable age group of smokers who wish to quit.
Save 30% off on all Cal Poly gift merchandise

including: sweatshirts, tees, glassware, license plate frames, jackets, polos and more!

Also included all Holiday gift merchandise, figurines, ornaments, gift wrap, boxed cards, plates & mugs, stuffed animals, and toys

Save 30% on all regular priced general books

holiday books, cook books, fiction, travel, journals, childrens, gift books and more

Save 30% on all art, office, and school supplies

*excludes computer, textbook, and photo departments
BOSTON (AP) — Theo Epstein did an outstanding job building Boston's offense in his first year as general manager. Now he's focusing on pitching, and the acquisition of Curt Schilling is only the beginning as general manager.

Schilling fills the Red Sox's need for a top starter who remains strong as the innings go by. The next one, a quality closer, with free agent Keith Foulke at the top of the list.

"This season has its own challenges," Epstein said. "And "we've only started to address them." After being named general manager on Nov. 25, 2002, Epstein added Bill Mueller, David Ortiz, Kevin Millar and Todd Walker to a lineup that already had Nomar Garciaparra and Manny Ramirez. Mueller led the American League in batting, and Boston set a major league record with a 491 slugging percentage.

But the Red Sox's 4-8 ERA was just eighth in the league, and only three of the 14 AL teams had fewer than their 36 saves. The pitcher responsible for 16 of them, Bryson Hyan, appears headed for the starting rotation.

Foulke's AL-high 43 saves were more than the entire Red Sox team had, but he was decide to remain with Oakland. He visited Boston last week and attended a Boston Celtics game last Monday night with Epstein.

As a backup plan, the Red Sox could pursue free agent Keith Foulke at the top of the list.

Train to be Behavior Therapist. All training provided to work with a child with autism. Educational and behavioral program 25 hrs/wk. Weekends req., internship poss. Piano talent highly desired. 878-2021

Boston building a better baseball future
Living a dream: A day spent with Dick Vitale

By By Shane Mctitlen
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS

LAWRENCE, Kan. — It's Tuesday. Nov. 25, and Dick Vitale, the world's most famous college basketball analyst, is deaf and dumb in the Kansas Union. It's 11:45 a.m. and Vitale is in town to work the Kansas-Missouri State men's basketball game that night.

But first, he has a date at the bookstore, signing his latest book, "Living a Dream:"

It doesn't take long to figure out the title isn't a misnomer. Entering his 25th season on ESPN, the man has an unfilled schedule.

He has experience as a former coach at Detroit University and with the NBA's Patrons, giving him as much credibility as any other sportscaster. But it's his unique devotion, unbooted to the readers of broadcasting, which sets him apart. He also brings him credit, which he takes in stride, today the credit is almost exclusively adoring fans. Vitale is a celebrity everywhere he goes. He is not a country and especially in Lawrence, Kans., where college basketball is king.

On siting fans form a line that starts near the back of the roof and winds around the book shelves to the cash register.

He was happy to get their books signed. But they also have come to find out what the real "Dick Vitale" is like.

"They've seen him on television sporting superlatives and 'Vitalisms.' They find out that Dick Vitale, as he is called, is unfeatureless and that he is not on his on-camera persona, Dickie V., but not quite the same.

The Vitale scene is his mid-day at the bookstore is just as enthusiastic about college basketball, but is a toned down version of what millions of vitators worldwide see on ESPN.

He doesn't even utter his trademark "baby" until 23 minutes into the book signing, and that was only after being prompted by a woman who couldn't leave without hearing him in person.

"He's not as loud in daily life," said Andy Katz, one of Vitale's colleagues and Vitale is a fan of other sports. DC Santa Barbara is
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